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MBT Implementation and Compliance

Treaty status

- 3 new States Parties
  - South Sudan, Finland, Somalia

New use allegations

- ...by governments
  - Syria (2012), Israel, Libya, Myanmar (2011), NSAGs

- 19 countries completed clearance obligations

- Greece, Ukraine & Belarus in violation of stockpile destruction obligation
Casualties and Victim Assistance

Casualties

- Reduction in casualty rates

- Higher total number of survivors needing assistance

- Conflicts impede Victim Assistance services
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Clearance and Contamination

Guinea-Bissau, Nepal, Nigeria, and Abkhazia declared mine free in 2011

12 states with suspected or residual mine contamination

59 States and 6 other areas landmine affected
Support for Mine Action

Support for Mine Action largest combined total ever (US$662 million)

Funding for Victim Assistance at all time low – US$30 million (30% decrease)
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